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0 - Characters
Note: This story contains mild Yaoi due to our good friend Jacob who is gay....that is all.
Characters
Izzy-Chan-One of our two title characters. Izzy-Chan has a very cute personality and loves Yaoi and
Sebastian.
Taylour: Our other title character who likes lots of anime and has a very hyper personality.
Kel-Chan: A friend of Izzy-Chan and Taylour’s who turns into Emma from Anime Idol after they go to the
alternate dimension.
Crazy Hannah: The bff of Kel-Chan who is very crazy and also turn into a character from Anime Idol
after they go to the alternate dimension.
Patches: Good friend of everyone in the group, and an active member of the drama club. :D It’s where
he got the name Patches.
Natalie: A friend of Izzy-Chan and Taylour’s who is often attacked by Taylour in one way or another.
Alay: The polar bear loving band nerd who loves to wear the plumes at football games and who gets
wired easily.
Logan(Sempai): Logan would be the friend who always gets super hyper at almost anything in almost
any situation, but knows how to be serious too.
Jacob(Sempai): The subject of Izzy-Chan’s very overactive imagination. Jacob is Yaoi, and he definitely
doesn’t try to hide it.
Pyro-Chan: Pyro-Chan is the chibi friend who always shows up when you least expect her and she
always does something cute.
Patrick: Well, Patrick is sort of the friend that talks and talks and can’t stop and always talks about
things that nobody cares about. But he can be interesting sometimes.
Emily: Friend who has to play the thunder sheet and gets teased for it a lot.
Jeff: Beloved lunchbox of Izzy-Chan who mysteriously goes missing.
And Special Appearances by
Sebastian
The amazing and famous dancer Leah Byers
Jeff y Jeff Jr.
Technology (aka Hannah’s computer)
Jacob Dunsmore
Mr. Day
Tina y Sam Jones
Mr. Williams
The amazing, talented, and good looking foreign exchange student, Martin Buss
TJ
Mrs. Richards
Mrs. Traugthwein
Shelby Smith (also amazing and talented and a lover of clams)
I know I forgot a few people, but I can't remember them all.

1 - Part 1- Just an Ordinairy Day of School
Okay, this is the script for what is going to be an awesome manga.
Written By: The Amazing and Talented, Kel Brittany
Illustrated by: The very crazy, Hannah Thomas.
Prologue
Logan: Hey, Kel-Chan, I was just wondering, does Crazy Hannah have a thing for Patches?
Kel-Chan: *shrugs*
*timepoof and Crazy Hannah and Kel-Chan are at Crazy Hannah’s house*
Kel-Chan: Crazy Hannah, do you have a crush on Patches? Logan wants to know.
Crazy Hannah: NUUUUUUU! I like him as a friend.
Kel-Chan: Okay, just making sure.
*then a strange background pops up and the main characters are carameldansening*

At School-Day 1
Kel-Chan y Crazy Hannah: *talking at the trash can next to the library just like every day*
Izzy-Chan: *walks up to them*
Kel-Chan: My friend, Pyro-Chan, wants to meet you. She wants to find out if you are shorter than she is.
Izzy-Chan: I’m not short, I’m fun size! *giggles and runs to class*
Taylour: Hi! *runs up to Kel-Chan and Crazy Hannah, gives them both a hug, and runs away*
Both: *just stare at each other and shrugs*
*then the bell rings*
Kel-Chan: Oh, it’s time to go. See you later, Crazy Hannah.
Crazy Hannah: Bye Kel-Chan.
Izzy-Chan: *sleeping in class*
Taylour:*also sleeping in class*
Kel-Chan y Alay:*in band class*
Kel-Chan: Hey, Alay, I have an idea. Let’s name our music after Yugioh monsters!
Alay: That is an amazing idea, Kel-Chan, let’s do it!
*they are having a guest director in class named Mr. Day*
Mr. Day: Can I hear the thunder sheet?
Emily: *shakes the thunder sheet*
Mr. Day: C’mon, you play like a girl…you need to play more like a guy.
Emily: *sweat drop*
Jacob Dunsmore: For the last time…EDWARD CULLEN DOES NOT EXIST!
Shelby: Nobody said anything about Edward Cullen.
Jacob Dunsmore: Yeah, but he was on her shirt. *points to Allison Neal who is sitting next to him*
Shelby: *sweat drop*
*after class*
Jacob: Hey, Kel-Chan, I love your shirt. There’s no better team than my team.
Kel-Chan: *looks down and she is wearing her twilight, team Jacob shirt* *sweat drop*

2nd Block
*Kel-Chan and Izzy-Chan meet in the hall*
Crazy Hannah: *runs up to them* I burnt my finger! *holds up her finger dramatically*
Kel-Chan: That might be the tiniest burn I’ve ever seen in my life.
Crazy Hannah: It still hurts…on the inside. *puts her hand on her heart*
Kel-Chan y Izzy-Chan: *sweat drop*
*in class*
Izzy-Chan: *has her nose in New Moon* *whispers* I can’t put it down. *winks*
Kel-Chan: *writing her book* Haha *the page says “I knew there was intelligent life on Uranus!” Katie
exclaimed*
Taylour: *still sleeping*

3rd Block
Jacob: If everything I touch in math dies, then I may as well be good at killing math! *takes his penil and
writes math in his death note and his notebook explodes 40 seconds later*
Chibi Mr. Williams: *shows up behind Jacob and holds and F over his head*
Jacob: *sweat drop* Mr. Williams, can we not have homework today?
Mr. Williams: You will not have homework when some place freezes over.
(If you didn’t get that last thing, he’s trying to tell us we won’t have homework when Hell freezes over.
I’m just quoting him directly.)
Kel-Chan y Jacob: *math boredom…………….*
Mr. Williams: Time to go. Remember, life is a story problem, solve it!
Students:*stampede*

Lunch
Taylour: *comes to life*
Paula:*staring at picture of hot guys* Ah aw
Izzy-Chan:*holds up her picture of Sebastian* Sebastian, my love!
Kel-Chan: It’s just a piece of paper.
Izzy-Chan: Don’t say that! You’ll hurt his feelings!
Kel-Chan: *sweat drop*
Natalie y Taylour: *start beating each other with water bottles* *the fight escalates and they start
throwing water bottles like when Hikaru y Kaoru were fighting and one of the water bottles lands in the
trash can*
Taylour: *pauses*…….That was so cool!
*the bell rings and there is another stampede*
Izzy-Chan y Taylour: *walking together*
Taylour: Is it just me, or was Patrick wearing half a Darth Vader helmet just now?
Izzy-Chan: *looks back* He is! *makes a weird face* Do you think anyone else noticed?
Taylour: Well, nobody else said anything, so I don’t think so.
Izzy-Chan: That is just strange!

4th Block- Extras
Ryan Angel: Can you believe that they think I started the fired at Heritage Hall?!
Mrs. Trauthwein: No, but if it was a series of rock paper scissors crimes, I might be suspicious.
Ryan Angel y Brian: RPS! *starts playing rock paper scissors*
Emily Edgar: *laughing hysterically* Mrs. Trauthwein, can I tell a story before you start class?
Mrs. Trauthwein: Okay.
Emily Edgar: So I was showing my mom our color guard routine and there’s this part where we have to
kick our legs up, and I didn’t know that my cat had walked up to me. Without knowing it I kicked my cat
and it flew across the room and bounced off the screen on the fireplace and landed on the floor. Then
there was like a big finish and I was like “tada!”. Then my mom was like “Oh my gosh!”. Then I was like
“Awesome, right?”. *imagining the whole thing happening in her head*
(this whole thing that Emily just said is a true story. She really did that.)
*the whole class erupts with laughter and Emily Edgar does this scary walrus laugh that makes her
sound like mommy off the grudge*

Real 4th Block
Taylour and Natalie: *goofing around*
Kel-Chan: *goes over* What’s up?
Taylour: I’m going Hyuga on Natalie. *gentle fists her*
Kel-Chan: Did you just say you were going to puke on her>
Taylour: Oh, that would have been good! *fake pukes on her* Bleh! Well, I have to go to class.
Kel-Chan y Natalie: *waves* Bye!
*ELC boredom* *chibi Pyro-Chan goes flying through the air in front of a background that says boredom*
Kel-Chan: Oh, hi Pyro-Chan!
Pyro-Chan: Hey, Kel-Chan!
Insert Miss Taylor and Mrs. Wortinger: NO TALKING!
Kel-Chan y Pyro-Chan: *sweat drop*
*meanwhile in Taylour’s ceramics class*
Taylour: *making a clay bird*
Clay bird: *explodes*
Taylour: Yay! The clay sploded……UN! *waves hands that have mouths drawn on them*
*and in Izzy-Chan’s German class*
Izzy-Chan: *fanning herself* It’s kinda hot in here.
Jacob: That’s because I am in the room.
*the bell rings*
ELC peoples: SWEET FREEDOM!

Time to Go Home
Most main characters: *get on the buses*
Crazy Hannah: To the margarita mobile! *points in the air and runs to her mom’s car*

Later That Night
*at Taylour’s house*
Taylour: *staring out her window with a disturbed look on her face*
*outside there is a ballet mad hatter tea party goingn on with a white rabbit, a purple rabbit, a Cheshire
cat, tweedles, and Katherine the caterpillar*
Taylour: AHHHHHH! THIS IS THE WORK OF THE BALLET NAZIS!
*at Izzy-Chan’s house*
Izzy-Chan: *sitting in her room staring at Jeff (her lunch box)*
Jeff: *suddenly sprouts wings and flies across the room*
Izzy-Chan: Woah! *blinks and rubs her eyes*
*at Kel-Chan’s house*
Kel-Chan: *glued to the tv watching “Idol”*
Betsy: *singing in the shower* We are Naruto heroes, Iruka sensei won’t get us down! Naruto heroes,
and Shikamaru’s goanna get pwned! Oli oli oli oh just call Sasuke! Right here, right now, Shikamaru’s
goanna get pwned! Right here, right now, Sakura’s hair is not purple!
*at Crazy Hannah’s house*
Crazy Hannah: *also watching “Idol”*
Mark:*jumps up behind her* BIBBONS!
Crazy Hannah: AHHHH! Don’t do that! T_T

Time for Bed
*the background is black and it shows a chibi Pyro-Chan with a little sleeping cap like Naruto in bed and
z’s are coming up from the bed*

At School- Day 2
Kel-Chan: *pokes Crazy Hannah’s forehead* I’m Itachi.
Crazy Hannah: *pokes Kel-Chan’s forehead* No, I’m Itachi.
Kel-Chan: You’re too short to be Itachi.
Crazy Hannah: I’m not short, I’m fun size!
Kel-Chan: You’re too tall to be fun size.
Crazy Hannah: T_T

1st Block
Izzy-Chan y Taylour: *sleeping again*
*in ICP class*
Kel-Chan: Hi Logan!
Logan: I’m moving to California! *waves her hands in the air*
Kel-Chan: That was sudden. When are you leaving?

Logan: After school gets out. We are moving really close to LA, so I’m going to wait outside Robert
Pattinson’s house with a bucket of soapy water and one of those brushes you use to wash cars, and
when he comes outside I’m going to be like WOOSH! *imagining it all in her head*
Kel-Chan: I’m going to knit you a Harry Potter scarf!
Logan: Hurray for knitting!
*Logan’s pencil falls on the ground*
Logan: -.-” Every single day!

2nd Block
*in the hall*
Kel-Chan: *walks up to Leah*
Leah: What’s up?
Kel-Chan: The ceiling!
Leah: I knew it!
*in class*
Izzy-Chan y Taylour: *still sleeping*
*in English class*
Paula: I LIKE PICKLES!
Everyone:*sweat drop*
Blake: Hey, Kel-Chan, ask the teacher when we’re going on break.
Kel-Chan: Alright, I’ll do it.
Blake:*chanting* Kel-Chan! Kel-Chan! Kel-Chan! Kel-Chan!
Martin:*takes snow from the window and puts it down the back of Amanda’s shirt*
Amanda: You! *cringes*
*during the bathroom break*
TJ: *secretly puts snow on Martin’s seat*
Everyone: *waiting for Martin to come back*
Martin: *comes back in and leans against the window and sees the snow* Oh, that’s horrible! *picks up
his water bottle and holds it over TJ’s head*
Blake: Okay, how old are we?
Martin: *about to pour it on TJ’s head but Mrs. Trauthwein is right behind him* Darn!

3rd Block
*not much happens, but in ceramics class*
Kel-Chan: *poking a piece of clay*
Ashley: *doing the same*
Brandon Mitchel: *making a clay project and singing* It’s the most wonderful time of the year!!!
Everyone: -.-”
Mrs. Saunders: You always have a song, don’t you?
Brandon Mitchel: Saunders, I’m going to steal your job one day.
Mrs. Saunders: Did you hear that everybody, Brandon Mitchel’s going to steal my job. He’s goanna slip
drugs into my pop.
Brandon Mitchel: That’s right, and then all the kids will be like “I knew she was on drugs!”

Saunders: -.-”

Time For Lunch
*for lunch today we are having chicken casserole surprise*
Kel-Chan: What is that?!
Patches: It’s chicken casserole surprise!
Kel-Chan: It looks nasty.
Patches: It’s actually pretty good. You shouldn’t judge a book by it’s cover like I judged Twilight by it’s
cover. I thought that I would like it, but when I heard people talking about it, I found out that I would not
like it.
Izzy-Chan: I lost Jeff!
Kel-Chan: Who is this? *points to her lunch box*
Izzy-Chan: This is Jeff Jr. Taylour is going to baptize Jeff Jr.
Taylour: *takes a marker, writes Jeff Jr. on a piece of paper, and puts it on Jeff Jr.* It is done.
Izzy-Chan: Yay!

Lunch Extras
Crazy Hannah: *pokes her fingers together* He’s right over there. *squeals*
Kel-Chan: Who….oh, you mean Martin. O.O”
Crazy Hannah: *squeals again*
*angry arguing bubbles go above the faces of Brian, Patrick, and Zac Harrison DX* (No me gusta.)
Kel-Chan: They’re arguing about politics again, aren’t the?
Kristin: Yeah, pretty much.
Kel-Chan: -.-”
Pyro-Chan: Dinosaurs were originally a conspiracy theory! *points in the air*
Arguing Boys: *stares at her for a second and then start arguing about dinosaurs*
Pyro-Chan: 0.0 Good grief!
*bell rings and students stampede*
Pyro-Chan, Kristin, Kel-Chan, y Crazy Hannah: SWEET FREEDOM!

4th Block
Mrs. Richards: We’re going to do a fun activity today. Everybody get with a partner, one partner
blindfold the other partner and tie their hands behind their back. You are going to direct them around the
school using only Spanish words.
Kel-Chan: Can I be an obstacle?
Mrs. Richards: Yes, Kel-Chan, you can be an obstacle.
*about 20 minutes later*
Kel-Chan: C’mon, Tina, you can do it.
Sam Jones: Drecho.
Tina: *tries to go straight but ends up bumping into the auditorium door* Oof!
Kel-Chan: This could take a while.

*5 minutes later*
Tina:*bumps into every single chain as Sam Jones direct her down the aisle in the auditorium and
somehow she manages to make it on and off the stage in one piece*
*bell rings*

After School
*all the main characters meet*
Alay: So, all of you are going to the basketball game, right?
Kel-Chan, Patches, Emily, Alay, Jacob: *in the band*
Izzy-Chan, Taylour, Logan, Natalie, Crazy Hannah, Pyro-Chan, Patrick: We are going!
Kel-Chan: Yay! Everyone is going!
*everyone but Crazy Hannah gets on the bus*
Crazy Hannah: Like I said before, to the Margarita mobile! *points and runs to her mom’s car*
*at Crazy Hannah’s house*
Crazy Hannah: Stupid computer! Why won’t you let me watch Twilight?! DIE TECHNOLOGY! *throws
her computer out the window*…Strangely, I don’t feel any better…Revenge feel empty! *cries and runs
off to her room*

At the Basketball Game
Patches: *sitting next to Emily and her giant bass drum making funny face with his trumpet*
Kel-Chan: *holding her clarinet* Look, Alay, there’s Izzy-Chan and Taylour! *waves with her clarinet in
her hand*
Alay: *puts her clarinet in her lap and waves* And there’s Crazy Hannah, and Natalie, and Logan, and
Pyro-Chan, and Patrick!
Jacob: *sitting right behind them…makes a really loud noise on his saxophone*
Kel-Chan y Alay: O.O”
Jacob: I’m here too. *looks proud of himself*
Kel-Chan: *waves and still has the surprised look on her face* Hi Jacob.
Tina: Oh my gosh! Look at the baby! I wanna say hi to the baby! *waves to the baby*
Audrey: *being a cheerleader*
Kel-Chan: Alay, I heard you have a secret affliction called….Shenandoah.
Alay: Oh, I hate that song! Wait…a secret what?!
Kel-Chan: A secret flesh eating disease that only happens to people with several small moles on their
hand.
Alay: Riiiggghhhttt.
Kel-Chan: You’ll believe me when your hand falls off…Oh yeah, I brought Anime Idol 3 for you to read.
Hey! What’s that? *points*
Alay: *grins evilly and holds up a mountain dew* It’s a mountain dew.
Kel-Chan: This is going to be a looooong night. *face palm*
*later on*
Alay: *completely wired and laughing uncontrollably* Zero got killed by the killer rabbit from Monty
Python and the Holy Grail?! That is good! I’ll never look at Zero the same way again!

Note From Kel-Chan: Yes, we are going to have these here too. I just wanted to let you all know that this
is the part where Izzy-Chan and Taylour really become the main characters. Enjoy!
*halftime*
Izzy-Chan: Hey Taylour, do you see that thing in the middle of the floor?
Taylour: Seee what in the middle of the floor?
Izzy-Chan: That black thing, right there. *points*
Taylour: Oh, that? That’s just a black hole that is going to swallow us up and send us to another
dimension.
Izzy-Chan: Oh, that’s all it is? I was worried for a second there.
Taylour: Yeah….wait a second…
Both: *look at each other* A BLACK HOLE?!
Random Person: EVERYBODY! RUN FOR YOUR LIVES!
*there is a frenzied stampede and Izzy-Chan and Taylour watch their friends disappear*
Izzy-Chan: Everybody is disappearing. What if they don’t make it out?!
Taylour: I feel woozie. *faints*
Izzy-Chan: Taylour! Wait…I FEEL WOOZIE TOO! *faints*
End of part one…………

2 - The Alternate Dimension
In a Deserted Town Square (aka Traverse Town 2nd district)
*Izzy-Chan and Taylour wake up*
Taylour:*holding her head* Ugh, where are we?
Izzy-Chan:SEBASTIAN! *sees Sebastian and chases him*
Taylour:*sweat drop*
*Sebastian runs away*
Izzy-Chan:NUUUUUU! Come back!
Taylour:Izzy-Chan, where are we?
Izzy-Chan:I think we're in an alternate dimension. Remember the black hole?
Taylour:Oh year! I wonder where all of our friends ended up.
Izzy-Chan:We should split up and find them.
Taylour:But what if there are bad guys? We're in an alternate dimension. For all we know we could be
superheros.
Izzy-Chan:But then wouldn't we be wearing goofy costumes?
Taylour:Good point.
Sebastian:*comes back with keyblades in his hand*
Izzy-Chan:Sebastian! *runs at him but Taylour holds her back*
Sebastian:You are the new keyblade masters. *disappears and the keyblades appear in Izzy-Chan and
Taylour's hands*
*Sora appears*
Sora:Hey, that was my line! *disappears again*
Izzy-Chan:Sebastian! Come back! *reaches out to the spot where he left*
Taylour:*sweat drop*

Reminiscent of Anime Idol
Izzy-Chan's group
Izzy-Chan:*goes to the third district*
Emma:*jumps down from nowhere* Hello, Izzy-Chan.
Izzy-Chan:Kel-Chan! I found you!
Emma:I'm not Kel-Chan, I'm Emma from Anime Idol, and this is David.
Dvid (cook):*jumps down behind her* Hey.
Izzy-Chan:Uh, alright, well, I'm Izzy-Chan.
Emma:Yes, we already know that. There are more important matters to discuss.
Izzy-Chan:Like what?
David:The Evil Dark Overlord G! *holds up a picture of a guy with a weird helmet on*
Izzy-Chan:Are you sure that's not Darth Vader?
David:No, he's not Darth Vader.
Izzy-Chan:What about the Evil Simon?
Emma:The Evil Dark Overlord G called him a mediocre villan, and he cried and ran away.
Izzy-Chan:Haha, I guess he ws getting a taste of his own medicine.
Emma:Yeah, that's what I said.

David:I think you forgot about somebody.
Emma:You mean dictator Pyro-Chan?
Izzy-Chan:Dictator Pyro-Chan?!
David:That's right. She's The Evil Dark Overlord G's partner in crime.
Izzy-Chan:I better watch out for these guys.
Note From Kel-Chan:I'm back to tell you that(no, not a budget cut) this low budget manga got a raise!
So, we've decided to replace Patrick with a much more good looking character (played by Aki from SID)
who is secretly some one who Izzy-Chan knows. That is all.
David:Oh, and one more thing. He has an army of fiends that can show up at any time.
Izzy-Chan:I guess that's why I have this. *waves her keyblade*
*fiends start to appear*
Izzy-Chan:I didn't do it! I swear!
Emma:We better get going. *wistles and heartless appear, and the heartless fight the fiends*
Izzy-Chan:Where are we going?
Emma:To the alternate dimension version of LA.
Izzy-Chan:How?
David:In that. *points and a gumi ship comes up*
Izzy-Chan:That is so cool!
Taylour's Group
Taylour:*looks around the second district* Hey, Crazy Hannah, is that you? *sees a person who looks
like Crazy Hannah*
Hannah:No, I'm just Hannah.....from Anime Idol.
Taylour:That is so cool! Is there someone behind me? *eyes narrow*
Hannah:It's BIBBONS!
Taylour:Ahhhh!
Hannah:Just kidding, it's only Archie.
Arche:Hello!
Taylour:Hi! Nice outfits. *points at their cool camo outfits*
Hannah:Thanks! *poses*
Taylour:So, are there any bad guys around here?
Hannah:Yep, there's The Evil Dark Overlord G, Dictator Pyro-Chan, and their fiend army, but we have a
way to defeat them.
Taylour:Keyblade! *poses*
Hannah:Actually, we were kinda thinking of something else.
Taylour:*waiting*
Archie:We made a deal with teh ehartless, and now they are our friends.
Hannah:They are so cute! I named this one Lolly! *Lolly appears*
Taylour:Awww! So, these cute little heartless fight the fiends?
Arche:Nope...*a large Behemoth heartless appears*...these heartless fight the fiends.
Taylour:Holy cows! *freaks out*
Hannah:Oh no! Here come the fiends! Go get em Lolly and Behemoth!
Lolly:*gets on top of Behemoth's head* Say hello to my little friends!
Archie:Now we must escape in the gumi ship! *they all go to the gumi ship*
Hannah:To the land of Thunder!

Taylour:What's in the land of Thunder?
Hannah:You'll see when we get there. *giggles suspiciously*
California Thunder Sheet
Izzy-Chan's Group
Izzy-Chan:So, why are we here in the alternate dimension version of LA?
Emma:Look over there and you will see the reason. *points*
Logan:*in a fake bush holding a bucket of soapy water and a scrub brush*
Izzy-Chan:What is Logan-Sempai donig?
David:Not really sure.
Emma:Watch, this is going to be good!
David:How do you know?
Emma:Logan said that she was going to stalk Robert Pattinson with a bucket of soapy water and a scrub
brush when she moves to LA. *points out Robert Pattinson*
David:Right!
*Robert Pattinson glances behind him and then looks away and Logan's fake bush moves closer*
*this happens several times until the fake bush is right next to him*
Logan:*launches the water at him(woosh sound effect) and puts the scrub brush in his hair* Be clean!
*runs away*
Izzy-Chan:Logan-Sempai!
Logan:Hello!!! *excited*
Emma:We have a tight scedule, people. If we don't hurry, the bad guys will get to our friends first.
Izzy-Chan:Okay, where to next?
Davi:We're goign to this unlabled world here. *points to a map*
Logan:TO THE GUMI SHIP!!! *hyper* *flails her arms*
Taylour's Group
In The Land of Thunder
Taylour:So, why are we here again?
Hannah:Look over there. *points to a place where little round blob people with thunder bolts on their
foreheads are watching Emily(who is in a dress) play the thunder sheet*
Taylour:Awww, they're cute! *goes up to pet one of them*
Hannah:I wouldn't do that if I were you.
Thunderian:*almost bites her and turns evil*
Taylour:Holy cows! These things are evil! *freaks out*
Archie:The Thunderians are cute until they turn evil.
Emily:*looks embarassed*
Thunderians:*in a high pitched squeaky voice* You play like a girl! *shaking their little fists*
Taylour:Keyblade time! *waves her keyblade and runs at the Thunderians*
Hannah y Archie:*watching her* Wow...
Taylour:All done. *gives a thumbs up pose*
Emily:Uhhh, I forgot to tell you that it was a trap. *talks casually*
Hannah:You could have told us that earlier!
Emily:Sorry, I forgot.
*fiends show up all over the place*
Hannah:Sick em' Lolly!
Lolly:*pops up* Sir yes sir! *salutes*
Taylour:Let's get out of here!

*they all run to the gumi ship*
Archie:Now we are off to an unlabled world. *dressed cutely as a flight attendant and points to a map*
Indiana Jones and the Canibal Island
Izzy-Chan's Group
*they arrive at a world covered with massive stacks of manga*
Izzy-Chan:This world must be where Jacob-Sempai is.
Emma:Well, he does love manga.
*they see Light Yagami gagged and tied up on top of one of the stacks of manga*
Izzy-Chan:Jacob-Sempai is definitely here! *giggles and ignites her overactive imagination which shows
the images of Jacob molesting Light* DX
Emma:C'mon, Izzy-Chan. *sweat drop and facepalm at the same times*
Logan:Izzy-Chan, you have a dirty mind. *laughs*
Emma:It gets worse.
*they keep going*
Izzy-Chan:Look, there's Jacob-Sempai!
Jacob:*engrossed in a manga*
Logan:Jacob! *flails her arms*
Jacob:*jumps* Hellooooooo Logan.

3 - The Alternate Dimension (continued)
Izzy-Chan:Jacob-Sempai, where did you find all of these manga?
Jacob:They all just appeared on their own. I want to take them all home with me!
Emma:So, did Light just appear too>
Jacob:Light is here?!
Emma:Yeah, he's gagged and bound and laying on top of one of the stacks of manga.
Jacob:Where?!
Emma:Right through there. *points to a walkway in the manga*
Jacob:*tries to bolt but Logan grabs the collar of his shirt*
Logan:Don't even think about it...
*the manga start falling*
Jacob:Oh my Indiana Jones! The manga are falling! Run for your lives!
*everybody runs to the end of the manga forest*
Izzy-Chan:Wow, that was a close one. *sigh of relief*
Jacob:NUUUUOO! Not Light! *cries*
Emma:Poor Jacob.
Jacob:*reaching out toward the manga but Logan is holding him back*
Logan:C'mon, Jacob.
*they all go onto the gumi ship*
David:There is one more unlabled world left on the map *the map pops up and the unlabled world is
glowing*
Izzy-Chan:Yay!
Emma:"Let's get going.
Logan:I found some mountain dew! *holds up mountain dew while she giggles hyperly*
Jacob:I'll come back for you, Light!
Taylour's Group
At an Uncharted Island
Taylour:This is different. *looking around*
Hannah:This must be the canibal Island from Pirates of the Caribbean!
Taylour:We better find our friend before they get eaten!
Hannah:Right!
*they go to a place where a bunch of canibals live and they see Natalie there tied to a pole in a weird
native outfit*
Taylour:There's Natalie! *points*
Emily:*t could be a trap.
Hannah:We've got the heartless to handle it! *poses*
Archie:Let's do this. *serious face*
*they rescue Natalie and all of the canibals come out*
Emily:Told ya.
Canibals:A liki liki! *chases them*
Hannah:To the gumi ship, quick!
Taylour:I'm too young to become long pork! Wahahahaaaaaaaaa!
*they make it into the gumi ship just in time*

Taylour:Phewph, that was a close one! *sigh of relief*
Natalie:Where are we going?
Archie:*in his cute little flight attendant uniform again* We are going to the last unlabled world on the
map. This is a cold world that is mostly inhabited by polar bears. *points to the world*
Emily:Oh no...*sweat drop*
Taylour:The canibals are coming! *flails her arms wildly*
Natalie:Let's get out of here! I don't want to be eaten!
*the gumi ship takes off and the fire in the back burns the canibals faces*
Laughing at Polar Bears
Izzy-Chan's Group
In a Dungeon Somewhere...
Izzy-Chan:What is this place?
Emma:I'm not entirely sure. I've never been here before.
Jacob:What's that noise?
Logan:*wired*
*the sound of laughter can be heard*
David:I think that is the sound of people laughing hysterically.
Jacob:*makes a face* Why?
Emma:Let's go find out.
Izzy-Chan:But this is a dungeon. It doesn't make ssense for people to be laughing.
Emma:Maybe it's a sanitarium.
David:You mean an insane asylum?
Jacob:If this is an insane asylum, let's check her in. *points to Logan who is so beyond wired that she is
drooling a little*
Logan:FEATHERS! *points in a random direction*
Emma:Okay, who let her have the mountain dew?
Jacob:What was in the mountain dew?
Logan:No, really, I'm being serious. Look, feathers. *points again*
*feathers are coming at them with medieval flails*
Izzy-Chan:*fights them off with her awesome keyblade skills*
Logan:That was so cool!
Izzy-Chan:Thank you, Logan-Sempai.
David:Why are we being attacked by evil feathers?
Izzy-Chan:Maybe we will find out if we look in one of the cells.
Emma:Would you like to voulenteer?
Izzy-Chan:Sure...*looks inside one of the cells and sees a person being tickled endlessly*
Emma:So, what do you see?
Izzy-Chan:It appears to be some form of tickle torture.
Logan:OH MY VEGGIE TALES! IT'S THE DUNGEON OF PERPETUAL TICKLING! *gasps*
Jacob:*was standing right next to her* -_- Okay, ow!
David:So, which one of your friends is here?
Logan:*looking in one of the cells* Patches! *does a karate chop on the door and it falls down*
Patches:Hahahahaaaaa....make it stop! *being tickle tortured*
Emma:This looks like a job for Bob the heartless.
Bob:*fights the feathers with medieval flails*
Izzy-Chan:Patches!

Patches:Sweet freedom! *glomp tackles her*
Izzy-Chan:Woah! *falls over*
David:The feathers are probably going to come after us soon.
Emma:Right, let's get going.
*they all escaped the dungeon of perpetual tickling in their gumi ship*
Izzy-Chan:Where are we going now?
David:Back to Traverse Town to meet Taylour.
Izzy-Chan:Horray!
Taylour's Group
In a Very Cold World
Archie:Welcome to the land of polar bears. *laughs*
Taylour:Polar bears?
Hannah:Yes, polar bears.
Taylour:But why?
Hannah:*points*
Alay:*is happily riding polar bears*
Taylour:She doesn't even look like she's in danger.
Emily:C'mon, Alay, we have to get going now!
Alay:This is my home now. I want to stay with the polar bears FOREVER!
Natalie:Look at Emily.
Alay:Oh my POLAR BEARS! *laughs at Emily who is wearing a dress*
taylour:Let's just go, it's freezing! *drags Alay to the gumi ship*
*everyone else follows*
Archie:*back in his flight attendedn outfit* We will now be making our way back to Traverse Town. We
hope you enjoyed your flight and thank you for choosing air chocobo.
The World of Evil Dark Darkness
At Traverse Town (first district)
Izzy-Chan:Look, it's Taylour!
Taylour:It looks like we found everybody.
Izzy-Chan:But how do we get back home?
Taylour:I bet our Anime Idol friends know.
Hannah:*shrugs*
Emma:My best guess is click your heels together three times and say there's no place like home.
Taylour:How will we ever get home?
Alay:I miss the polar bears!
Logan:I think there are more important things than polar bears right now.
Patches:You mean like how we're surrounded by fiends who are about to capture us?
*everyone looks around*
Taylour:Holy Kindergarten, Batmat! We're surrounded!
......*just a black background with white dots*
At The Evil Dark Overlord G's Evil World
In the Dungeon
Taylour:Well, now we've been captured. *pouts*
Izzy-Chan:How will we ever get home?
Emma:Well, you're the heroes of this story, aren't you?
Izzy-Chan:Yeah! *gets a determined, firey look in her eyes*

Taylour:I guess we are.
Hannah:Then there should be some way fro the two of you to escape.
Archie:I bet Izzy-Chan could fit through that hole in the door.
Izzy-Chan:I guess I could try.
Taylour:But what about me?
Hannah:*pulls out the "make your own superpowers" kit* You will give yoruself the power to walk
through walls!
Emma:*thinks 'where in the world did she get that thing?'*
Taylour:Let's do it!
Izzy-Chan:*just barely gets through the hole in the door*
Taylour:*walks through the wall* That was so cool!
Izzy-Chan:Let's split up. Maybe the secret to getting home is in this world.
Taylour:Sounds like a plan.
*they split up*
Izzy-Chan
Izzy-Chan:It's got to be around here somewhere.
Zora Dude:The prisoner has escaped! *points at her*
Goron Dude: We must take her to Dictator Pyro-Chan!
Chicken:Squack!
Izzy-Chan:I'm not going back to the dungeon! *gets out her keyblade and wacks the chicken*
Zora Dude and Goron Dude:You probably shouldn't have done that.
Izzy-Chan:Why not?
Chicken:*turns red and attacks her*
Izzy-Chan:Oh my Legend of Zelda Twilight Princess! It's an evil, posessed chicken! *K.O.* X.X
Back at the Cell
Emma:We can keep an eye on Izzy-Chan and Taylour with this little screen. *a screen pops up*
Jacob:They're going to molest me, aren't they? I'm scared, I don't wanna get molested! I'm too cute to be
molested! *cries on Logan's shoulder*
Emma:Remind me again why the Freshmen call him Jacob-Sempai?
David:I think it is because he is older and more mature than they are.
Emma:Oh, that makes sense. *sarcasm*
Alay:Ahahaha! Emily's wearing a dress! *points and laughs*
Emily:I am going to kill you!
Patches:Hahaha! I still feel like I'm being tickled....It's painful! Hahahaha!
Logan:Okay, Jacob, the bad guys are not going to molest you. *wants him off her shoulder*
Jacob:You don't know that! *cries more*
Logan:*sweat drop*
At Dictator Pyro-Chan's Evil Sanctum
Izzy-Chan:*wakes up* Where am I?
Dictator Pyro-Chan:You are in my evil sanctum! Prepare to die!
Izzy-Chan:Huh? *still sleepy*
Dictator Pyro-Chan:You fool! I said prepare to die, short person! *pokes her*
Izzy-Chan:*pouts* You are just as short as I am!
Dictator Pyro-Chan:*stands on her tiptoes*
*they turn all pixley and the battle of the midgets ensues*
Dictator Pyro-Chan:*throws fire balls at Izzy-Chan*
Izzy-Chan:*blocks them and pops her on the head with her keyblade, knocking her out* I win! Well, sort

of.
Dictator Pyro-Chan:You may have won this round, but you will never defeat The Evil Dark Overlord G!
*evil laugh*
Izzy-Chan:*runs to help Taylour*
At The Evil Dark Overlord G's Evil Sanctum
Taylour:*has been continuing a conversation with The Evil Dark Overlord G* Well, if you're not scared,
then why are you hiding behind that big mask helmet thingy, huh?
Izzy-Chan:*is stainding behind Taylour*
The Evil Dark Overlord G:Fine! You want me to take my helmet off, then I will! *takes off his helmet and
reveals a super hot guy with dark eyes and black, curlyish hair*
Back at the Cell
Everyone:*gasps*
Jacob:*sees him* Okay....now I want to get molested! *eyes sparkle*
Back at The Evil Dark Overlord G's Evil Sanctum
Izzy-Chan:He is gorgeous, I don't wanna kill him!
Taylour:*sweat drop*
Evil Dark Overlord G:Prepare to die, weaklings!
Izzy-Chan:Wait a minute, I'm not a weakling! Let's do this!
*they turn all pixley again and the video game style battle begins*
The Evil Dark Overlord G:*takes out his red double lightsabers* I....am.....Mansex!
Brief Switch to the Cells
Jacob:YES! *has hearts in his eyes*
And Now Back to the Video Game Battle
*they fight him until the lightsabers and the weird organization outfit disappear*
Taylour:Does this mean we win?
Evil Dark Overlord G:Not even remotely! *grows horns and turns into a dragon person* Now I am
Bowzer!
*Izzy-Chan and Taylour are wearing plumber outfits*
Taylour:What are we wearing?
Izzy-Chan:*determined* It doesn't matter. For this round of the fight we will probably have to crush The
Evil Dark Overlord G with our body weight!
Taylour:....Good luck with that.
The Evil Dark Overlord G:Die weaklings! *spits fireballs at them*
*eventually they crush him with their body weight and he turns back into a person*
Izzy-Chan:How long is this going to take?
The Evil Dark Overlord G:You will never win! *is wearing the outfit of Ash from Kuroshootsuji and has
wings* Die weaklings!
Izzy-Chan:But the angel is not supposed to say that.
The Evil Dark Overlord G:I will purify your soul!
Izzy-Chan:That's better...Taylour, I'll take care of this and finish him off once and for all! *fights him
Sebastian style with butter knives and all that jazz*
*The Evil Dark Overlord G turns into feathers*
Taylour:Did we beat him yet?
*one winged angel start playing*
Izzy-Chan:I don't think so.
The Evil Dark Overlord G:Die weaklings! *is Sephiroth*
Taylour:I'll take care of this! *waves her keyblade and it turns into Cloud's sword*

Evil Dark Overlord G:Taylour, I've thought of a wonderful present for you. Shall I give you despair?
Taylour:.....*fighting him*
Evil Dark Overlord G:Tell me what you cherish, give me the pleasure of taking it away.
Taylour:You just don't get it. There's not a thing I don't cherish!
Izzy-Chan:*confused* I feel like I've heard these words before. *scratches her head*
Taylour:*finishes him off* Stay where you belong, in my memory.
Evil Dark Overlord G:I will never be a memory. *turns back into himself* Mommy? *disappears*
Taylour:I think he's gone now.
Both:Yes! *does the in your face dance*
Taylour:I feel woosie. *rocks back and forth like a drunk person then faints*
Izzy-Chan:Oh no! Not again! Wait a second....I FEEL WOOSIE TOO...AGAIN! *faints on the spot*

4 - Izzy-Chan Falls in Love
Izzy-Chan y Taylour:*wake up in a hospital room*
Taylour:*rubs her head* Where are we?
Izzy-Chan:It appears to be a hospital room. *looks around sleepily*
*the doctor comes in*
Taylour:*starts shaking the docrot by the collar of his shirt* Don't spare my feelings, doctor, just tell me
the truth! I can take it! *almost crying*
Izzy-Chan:Taylour, settle down.
Taylour:*blushes* Oh, sorry. *sits on her hands*
Doctor:Well, you both suffered a double concussion and someone had given you crazy pills.
Taylour:Oh no! Not crazy pills! *flails her arms and accidentally smacks the doctor*
Izzy-Chan:Ummm, Taylour?
Taylour:*blushes and sits on her hands again* Sorry again.
Izzy-Chan:But I thought there was no such thing as crazy pills?
Doctor:There is no such thing as crazy pills. *pulls a switch and they are trapped in the beds. Then he
takes off the docrot hat and mask to reveal that he is really The Evil Dark Overlord G*
Taylour:You!
Izzy-Chan:Who are you anyway?! The other characters in the alternate dimension are people we know.
Evil Dark Overlord G:I am someone you know also.
Taylour:Who?
Evil Dark Overlord G:*starts a long explanation* izzy-Chan, you may recall a certain lunch box that you
owned for a good part of the year.
Izzy-Chan:Jeff? I accidentally lost him and now I have a new one.
Evil Dark Overlord G:You lie! You left him on purpose! You just didn't want to admit that you don't like
him anymore!
Izzy-Chan:Huh? *confused*
Taylour:Izzy-Chan would never do something like that!
Izzy-Chan:Do you know where Jeff is?
Evil Dark Overlord G:I do. After you so unkindly left Jeff, he was accidentally transportet to the alternate
dimension where people liked him for who he was! Then they turned him into a person. He felt like he
belonged for the first time in his life, but he could never forget the mean little girl who left him for dead
and easily replaced him!
Taylour:Izzy-Chan doesn't have a mean bone in her body!
Evil Dark Overlord G:I beg to differ.
Izzy-Chan:Wait....are you....Jeff?
Evil Dark Overlord G:So you did recognize me.
Izzy-Chan:Oh Jeff! I'm so happy to see you!
Evil Dark Overlord G:Don't lie and say that you missed me.
Izzy-Chan:But I did miss you.
Taylour:*behind The Evil Dark Overlord G with her keyblade* Alright, let's do this.
Izzy-Chan:How did you get out?
Taylour:I remembered that I had the power to go through things.
Izzy-Chan:Oh yeah!

Evil Dark Overlord G:How about I make a deal with you? we'll fight kingdom hearts style. If I win, you will
be lost in this dimension forever. If you win, I'll send you back home and leave you alone. *lets
Izzy-Chan out of the trap*
Izzy-Chan:But I wnated you to come home with me.
Evil Dark Overlord G:Well, you'll have to defeat me first, won't you? *pulls off the doctor coat thing and
he is wearing an organization jacket and puts the hood on*
Izzy-Chan:taylour, I don't want to hurt Jeff!
Taylour:You'll have to if you want to get him back.
Izzy-Chan:Fine, I will for Jeff's sake.
Note from Kel-Chan:I'll make this brief. I am changing The Evil Dark Overlord G's label to Jeff. That is
all.
Jeff:*takes off the hood and he is now Axel* Doe weaklings! Got it memorized? *gets his chakrams out*
Taylour:Keyblade!
*they quickly defeat AxelJeff*
Jeff:*turns into Marluxia* Die weaklings! *gets out his scythe* Flower petal power!
Taylour:*eyes start twitching* Is this serious?
Izzy-Chan:I....don't....know.
*they easily defeat MarmarJeff*
*hours later after they defeated DemdemJeff, SaixJeff, LuxordJeff, XaldinJeff, XigbarJeff(I call him
Xiggy), ZexyJeff, and MansexJeff(no, he did not turn into Larxene)*
Jeff:You have done well, but there is still one battle left, and you will not win. Behold....Ansem, the
seeker of darkness! *turns into the giant heartless fortress Ansem* Die weaklings!
*minutes later*
Izzy-Chan:*tired* The other battles weren't this difficult. *panting*
Taylour:He's smarter than we gave him credit for. *panting also*
Jeff:*about to deliver the final blow* Wait! *turns back into Jeff and collapses* I just can't do it! I can't kill
you! Just go! *a portal opens up*
Taylour:But what about our friends?
Jeff:They are already safe and sound.
Izzy-Chan:*tries to pick up Jeff and starts dragging him toward the portal*
Jeff:What are you doing?
Izzy-Chan:I can't leave you behind.
Jeff:Leave me! Just go, hurry!
Izzy-Chan:No, I won't do it! *drags him to the portal* *then she starts falling* Ahhhh! *accidentally lets go
of Jeff* Jeff!
Taylour:*having a freak out moment*
*everything goes dark*
Izzy-Chan:*lands on a cheerleading mat* Oof!
Taylour:*lands right next to her* Where are we?
Izzy-Chan:Jeff? *looks around*
Jeff:*has landed on the hard basketball floor* Ow! *is lying on his back in pain*
*it is dark so they can barely see anything*
Izzy-Chan:*spots him and bolts over to his side* Jeff! Arre you alright? Are you hurt? *sort of freking out*
Jeff:*sits up and glares at her* I'm fine. *still a little mad*
Izzy-Chan:*glomps him* Horray!

Jeff:Ow! *flinches*
Izzy-Chan:Sorry...*looks down*
Jeff:*hugs her and falls back down*
Izzy-Chan:Woah! *falls and giggles*
Jeff:*laughs*
Taylour:Could somebody please tell me what's going on? Where did everybody go? *still can't see*
Izzy-Chan:Taylour! We're in the gym! *stands up*
Taylour:-.-" I knew that.
*they both faint again randomly*
Izzy-Chan:*wakes up at Tayour's house* How did I get here?
taylour:We had a sleepover, remember?
Izzy-Chan:A sleepover?
Taylour:Yeah....*picks up a note that is sitting on her bed* Ummm, I think you better get home.
Izzy-Chan:Why?
Taylour:Because I think I'm more grounded than I've ever been grounded before.
Izzy-Chan:How can you tell?
Taylour:*hods up a note that says 'you are more grounded than you've ever been grounded before*
Izzy-Chan:Oh dear, I probably shoudl go. *runs out of her house quickly*
At Izzy-Chan's House
Izzy-Chan:*in her room* So, I guess it was all a dream.....which means Jeff hasn't come back after
all.....Wahahaaaaaaaa! *cries*
Note From Kel-Chan:I would like to interrupt and keep you in suspense for a few more seconds to
confirm your suspicions. Izzy-Chan has indeed fallen in love with her lunch box. That is all.
*there is a piece of paper on her bed that says 'you are grounded forever'*
Izzy-Chan:And now I'm grounded and I don't even know why! *still crying*
????:Well, it might be because you disappeared for two days.
Izzy-Chan:Huh? *spins around to see who is behind her*
Jeff:*is sitting behind her on the windowsill*
Izzy-Chan:Jeff! *almost glomps him but realized that if she does they would both probably fall out of the
window*
Jeff:It wasn't a dream. All of that really happened, and I am back. *comes into the room*
Izzy-Chan:*hugs him* Jeff, can we please be friends again?
Jeff:Well, I don't know about that.
Izzy-Chan:Oh, you mean you want to be...? *blushes*
Jeff:Uhhh...
Izzy-Chan:Oh! I thought you mean....*blushes* You really still want us to be enemies?
Jeff:No, actually I was thinking the same thing you were thinking.
Izzy-Chan:*covers her mouth, blushes, and tries to keep herself from squealing* Really?
Jeff:yes, unless you are opposed.
Izzy-Chan:Oh no! I'm fine with us being....more than friends.
Jeff:You're fine with it? *sits down on her bed*
Izzy-Chan:Have I ever told you that you're the best looking lunchbox I've ever seen?
Jeff:You're avoiding the question.
Izzy-Chan:Huh?
Jeff:Are you nervous?

Izzy-Chan:Yes.....
Jeff:You're also late for school. *gets up suddenly*
Izzy-Chan:Ahh! I lost track of time! *runs straight to school forgetting to ride the bus*
Back at School
Kel-Chan and CrazyHannah: *talking at their usual trashcan*
Izzy-Chan:*walks up to them* Hey guys.
Kel-Chan:Hey, Izzy-Chan, have you seen the new guy?
Crazy Hannah:He's soooo gorgeous! *squealing*
Izzy-Chan:I haven't seen him.
Kel-Chan:well, you'll see him eventually. He said he wants to sit next to you at lunch.
Izzy-Chan:Really?
*the bell rings*
Izzy-Chan:I bettr go.
Kel-Chan:Me too.
Crazy Hannah:Me three!
*later*
Izzy-Chan:*finds Taylour in the hall*
Taylour:Izzy-Chan! Have you seen the new guy? He's the hottest guy I've ever seen in real life!
Izzy-Chan:*starting to get frustrated* No, but everybody keeps talking about him. I bet you're all just
playing a trick on me.
Taylour:No, really. He even said he wants to sit with you at lunch!
Izzy-Chan:But I haven't even met him yet. How does he know me?
Taylour:I dunno. *shrugs*
At Lunch
Taylour:I'll let the new guy have my seat so he can sit next to you. *scoots over one seat*
Izzy-Chan:I still think your "new guy" is not real. *makes quotes with her fingers*
Taylour:No, he is real!
Patches:I didn't see any new guy.
Kel-Chan:Patches, you are not helping anything. *tickles him*
Patches:Ahhhh! The tickling! It burns! Make it stop! Somebody save me!
Kel-Chan:....Okay? Anyways, there really is a new guy.
izzy-Chan:Even if there was a new guy, he couldn't possibly be as great as you described him.
New guy:*standing right beind Izzy-Chan* Hey guys, sorry I'm late. *sits down next to Izzy-Chan*
Izzy-Chan:Jeff! *glomps him*
Patches:*thoroughly confused* Jeff? Like your old lunch box Jeff?
Izzy-Chan:*nods*
Jeff:*hides behind her* Save me!
Izzy-Chan:Huh?
Jacob:*runs up to them* Hey, you, Mansex G guy.
Jeff:It's The Evil Dark Overlord G....I mean Jeff!
Kel-Chan, Patches, and Natalie:He's The Evil Dark Overlord G?!
Patches:I knew he looked familiar!
Jeff:No, I"m just Jeff.
Patches:Oh, sorry about that.
Jacob:You said you were Mansex! *points at him*

Izzy-Chan:He's not gay, Jacob-Sempai, he just dressed up like Xemnas.
Jacob:Oh....*walks away sadly*
Jeff:*puts his backpack up on the table* Izzy-Chan, did you forget something when you left this morning?
Izzy-Chan:Oh no! I did! My lunch! *looks panicked*
Jeff:*opens up his backpack and pulls out Jeff Jr.* What would you do without me?
Izzy-Chan:My hero! *hugs him*
And they all lived happily ever after
The End....or is it?
Last note from Kel-Chan:They still all got grounded. That is all.
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